


About Rhinoplay

Rhinoplay is made up of a dedicated team of 
design professionals who love creating interesting 
and innovative play spaces. We specialise in 
playground solutions for clients such as Quick Service 
Restaurants, Clubs and Hotels, Local Government & 
Family Entertainment Centres among others.

Point of Difference

In the play industry the temptation to provide for the 
customer, and almost ignore the needs of the end 
user, children, is a constant. Attracting children to a 
play structure is one thing. Delivering a fun yet safe 
experience is totally different. At Rhinoplay we strive 
to create the most amazing play structures possible 
yet we never compromise on safety. Never.

Quality

A simple yet ambiguous word that is often preached 
by the masses but delivered by the few. Our clients 
are not distracted by the old argument of where a 
product is or isn’t made. Quality has nothing to do 
with origin and everything to do with standing by your 
products. Interestingly, it all boils down to one simple 
thing. Warranty.

Our Clients

Rhinoplay is an approved supplier to many large 
corporations in Australia who expect nothing but 
the best. To gain such approvals, Rhinoplay has had 
to demonstrate industry best practice year in, year 
out. All of our clients whether they be large or small 
benefit from the results of this rigorous scrutiny. 
Many have tried but very few have achieved such 
recognition. We are proud of our achievements.

Safety

The amount of misinformation in the play industry 
is quite astounding given the seriousness of the 
implications. It is all too easy to say a play structure 
is safe but what lies beyond these words? Our 
design team includes members with over 20 years 
of playground design experience, international 
playground designers dedicated to creating safe and 
fun playgrounds. We test our products in Australia 
to Australian Standards and we can supply the test 
results. We certify everything we do and our clients 
appreciate the peace of mind this creates.

Warranty

Rhinoplay selects the best materials and products 
for the job. Our products will stand the test of time 
and kids. Rhinoplay provides an industry leading, fully 
transparent warranty and we stick by it.
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The Rocket

Bring the thrill of outer space to your venue with Rhinoplay’s Rocket 
playground. Childrens’ imaginations will run wild as they fly to space, 
navigate using the mission control panel and play within the different 
levels of the rocket.

Perfect for Any Situation

With the Rocket, Rhinoplay has created a modern statement piece to generate maximum 
impact for your business. Whether your space is small or large, simple or complex, our 
designers will create a tailored solution suitable for your location and budget. Custom 
branded inlays will add your own unique details and an LED lighting option means your 
Rocket is highly-visible both day and night.

The Rocket includes low-level activity panels for toddlers and climbing 
challenges, slides and a pilot’s cockpit for older children. Packed full 
of fun activities for children of all ages, the Rocket is an eye-catching, 
innovative design that will keep families coming back to your venue.

Packed Full of Fun
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Visual Impact

No other playground in the world will 
attract families like Rocket. With the tallest 
option standing at nearly 9 metres tall, 
the Rocket will draw people in from miles 
around.

Low Maintenance

Rocket is manufactured from incredibly robust materials to ensure many years of trouble 
free use. 

Metal components are treated to withstand anything the harsh Australian climate can 
throw at them, while all plastics parts are produced from high quality, UV-stable polymers.
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Sales Impact

Rocket playgrounds have been shown 
to provide a very positive return on 
investment. Businesses benefit from the 
increased family patronage created by our 
unique products, resulting in a “Profit for 
Play”.

Safety

Rocket has been designed to meet & 
exceed all relevant Australian & New 
Zealand standards for playground 
equipment.
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Examples

Rocket can be configured to suit any site & 
budget.
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Approx. Footprint REquired:
4700mm x 5150mm

HEIGHT: 8700mm above FFL

Features:
Giant Spiral Slide
Pilot’s Cockpit
Ground Level Deck Climber
Toddler Activity Panel x1
Potential Activity Mounts x5
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Example 1 - 3 LEVEL ROCKET

4700mm

5150m
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Approx. Footprint REquired:
6000mm x 5500mm

HEIGHT: 8700mm above FFL

Features:
Giant Sweeping/Spiral Slide
1st Level Sweeping Slide
Pilot’s Cockpit
Staircase
Toddler Activity Panel x2
Potential Activity Mounts x2

Example 2 - 3 LEVEL ROCKET

6000mm

5500m
m



Example 3 - 3 Level Rocket
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Approx. Footprint REquired:
7500mm x 3900mm

HEIGHT: 8700mm above FFL

Features:
Giant Spiral Slide
2nd Level Sweeping Slide
1st Level Sweeping Slide
Pilot’s Cockpit
Ground Level Deck Climber
Toddler Activity Panel x1
Potential Activity Mounts x2

3900m
m

7500mm



Example 4 - 2 Level rocket
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Approx. Footprint REquired:
7550mm x 4200mm

HEIGHT: 6900mm above FFL

Features:
2nd Level Spiral Slide
Pilot’s Cockpit
Staircase
Toddler Activity Panel x3
Potential Activity Mounts x2

7550mm

4200m
m



Example 5 - 2 Level rocket
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Approx. Footprint REquired:
9300mm x 6200mm

HEIGHT: 6900mm above FFL

Features:
2nd Level Sweeping Slide
1st Level Sweeping Slide
Pilot’s Cockpit
Staircase
Toddler Activity Panel x3
Potential Activity Mounts x1

9300mm

6200m
m



Palettes

Rocket can be styled to accommodate your 
venue’s decor, themed to suit a business’ 
brand or tailored to any particular niche 
desired.
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Blue/Silver

red/Silver
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Rainbow

Red/Yellow
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Orange/Charcoal

Blue/Green
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Activities

Rocket is packed full of play value and 
comes with an extensive range of unique 
play options.
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STAIRCASE

Easy access for children & adults alike to the 
first level of the rocket.

Deck And&Cable Climber

The rocket’s internal climbers feature 
alternating decks which make it easy for 
children & adults alike to safely access the 
different levels, while combining modern 
play elements such as cable for assisted 
climbing.

Ground Level Deck Climber

For sites with limited available space, the 
ground level deck climber allows children to 
safely enter and exit the rocket, without the 
larger softfall requirements of the stairs.

Climbers

Helicopter

High-flying fun for kids of all ages, the 
helicopter allows children to role play.
 The cockpit features 2 moulded seats for 
both pilot & co-pilot. 

Jumbo

Kids can soar through the sky in the Jumbo. 
Moulded cockpit seats allow children to 
play as pilots & cabin crew, flying their way 
through the clouds.

Cockpit Options
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Activity Panels

Transition Spinner

Create eye-catching movement & activity 
with an integrated spinner.

Space Spinner

Kids can blast into orbit with the Space 
Spinner.

Pilot’s Cockpit

Budding astronauts can fly the rocket 
through space with an interactive cockpit. 
Dials, wheels & spinners can be used to plot 
the course, power the rocket & encourage 
children to role play.

Activity Mounts

The rocket features several mounting points 
for activities & slides. 
The activities below can be added to any 
rocket design with a free mount & internal 
deck.

Planetary Gears Panel

The planetary gears panel demonstrates to 
children simple gear mechanics, for all those 
budding engineers.

Star Spinner

Soar through the galaxy with the Star 
Spinner.



Toddler Activity Panels

Mirror Panel

The mirror panel features astronaut & alien 
characters, encouraging toddler role play 
with inquisitive cause & effect.

Mission Control Panel
Easily accessible for toddlers, the mission 
control panel features tactile dials and 
spinners to develop fine motor skills & 
encourage role play.

Mix ‘n’ Match Panel

The mix ‘n’ match panel features a range 
of space themed characters, from aliens to 
astronauts to engineers & scientists. 
Dozens of character combos can be created 
to keep toddlers entertained.
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Slides

Spiral Slides

Available in a range of sizes & variations. 
Transparent tubes can be added to allow 
children to be seen while sliding.

Sweeping Slides

Available in a range of sizes & variations. 
Transparent tubes can be added to 
sweeping slides, allowing children to be seen 
while sliding.

Stop Panel

Fixed to the ends of slides & integrated into 
fencing, stop panels are a strong anti-climb 
deterrent.

Moulded Tube Inlays

Bright, bold & modern, moulded tube inlays 
enhance your cube’s palette, appearance & 
curb appeal.

Transparent Tubes

Transparent tubes available in half & full 
tube options.
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A lighting package will ensure that your rocket is seen for miles not just during the day, 
but also at night.

The lighting package includes a strong white LED to light the cone at night, as well as 
remote controlled RGB (Red-Green-Blue) strips along the vertices of the rocket. The RGB 
strip lighting can be set to any desired colour or to alternatively randomly change.

Rocket
Lighting Package
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Testimonial

“To whom it may concern,

I am writing to share my experiences with Rhinoplay in my restaurants. Ryan 
Gillatt and I have worked closely together over the past 15 years in building 
bigger and better playlands. Ryan has provided outstanding services to ensure 
we have the best outcomes for my business.

Ryan has always been honest and transparent in offering great playlands to 
give me the best return on investment in maximising sales.

My dealings with Rhinoplay have all been positive as they provide great 
products and fantastic service. Ryan has personally come to visit me in both my 
restaurants pre work and post work to follow up on installation and answer any 
questions or enquiries I might have and fix any defects I might have.

In the past 12 months I have installed a giant duel Rocket and cube in my 
Mount Druitt restaurant in September 2016 and a huge 6 level Cube in my 
Plumpton restaurant July 2017. With the installation at the Mount Druitt 
restaurant, sales have increased significantly with front counter sales comping 
over 15%.

In both my restaurants the customer feedback has been overwhelming with so 
many complements in the look and size of the playlands and it’s like coming to 
lollypop land without paying the entry fee.

I will continue to use Rhinoplay in the future and I highly recommend any 
Licensee or McCopco restaurants to use them.”

Paul Salamakis
McDonalds Mt Druitt
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Australian Standards

Rocket has been designed to conform, where applicable, to the following 
Australian and New Zealand Standards:

AS 3533.4.2 - 2013
Amusement Rides & Devices

Part 4.2: Specific requirements – Contained Play Facilities

AS 4685 - 2014
Playground equipment and surfacing

Part 1: General safety requirements and test methods

AS 4685 - 2014
Playground equipment and surfacing

Part 3: Additional specific safety requirements & test methods for slides



Contact

Head Office

Unit 17
32 Ralph Street

Alexandria NSW 2015

Ph: +61 2 9517 3587
Fax: +61 2 9517 4327

Email: info@rhinoplay.com.au

Find us on:


